FREE PROJECT
by PAT BRAVO
SIZE: 42" X 84"

Pillow Bed

Featuring
NATURELLA & NATURE ELEMENTS COLLECTIONS

CUTTING INSTRUCTIONS

Fabric A
Cut 4 (four) 14½"×14½" squares
Cut 12 (twelve) 2"×14" strips

Fabric B
Cut 4 (four) 14½"×14½" squares
Cut 10 (ten) strips 2"×14" strips

Fabric C
Cut 4 (four) 14½"×14½" squares
Cut 16 (sixteen) 2"×14" strips

Fabric D
Cut 4 (four) 14½"×14½" squares
Cut 12 (twelve) 2"×14" strips

Fabric E
Cut 4 (four) 14½"×14½" squares
Cut 12 (twelve) 2"×14" strips

Fabric F
Cut 4 (four) 14½"×14½" squares
Cut 12 (twelve) 2"×14" strips

Fabric G
Cut 4 (four) 14½"×14½" squares
Cut 14 (fourteen) 2"×14" strips

Fabric H
Cut 4 (four) 14½"×14½" squares
Cut 12 (twelve) 2"×14" strips

Fabric I
Cut 4 (four) 14½"×14½" squares
Cut 12 (twelve) 2"×14" strips

INSTRUCTIONS

Step 1. Make strings

- Place one 2"×14" strip WRONG side up.
- Fold one short edge ¼" towards the wrong side. Press. DIAGRAM S1
- Fold the top and bottom edges towards the middle of the strip. Press. DIAGRAM S2
- Fold the entire piece in half lengthwise. Press again.
- Top-stitch the opened edge with a 1/8" seam allowance. DIAGRAM S3
- Repeat with all remaining strips.

MATERIALS

1 yd of NA-4808
1 yd of NA-4806
1 yd of NA-4805
1 yd of NA-4804
1 yd of NA-5803
1 yd of NA-4802
1 yd of NE-104
1 yd of NE-106
1 yd of NE-116
18 pillow forms (14")
Step 2. Make pillows

- Every pillow on this project is made the same way, the only difference is the quantity of strings on each pillow, which is determined by the placement/location of the pillow.
- As you will notice on DIAGRAM 1:
  - corner pillows (green) have 4 strings
  - central pillows (peach) 8 strings
  - outer/lateral pillows (orange) have 6 strings

**DIAGRAM 1**

**STRINGS PLACEMENT**

- Place one fabric C square RIGHT side up.
- Measure and mark 2¼” from all corners. (DIAGRAM 2)
- Place 4 corresponding fabric C strings on top, align the short ends (raw edge of strip) with the marks. Pin in place. (DIAGRAM 3)
- Place another fabric C square on top, RIGHT side down.
- Sew all the way around, starting from one of the sides, and leaving a 4” opening to insert the pillow form. (DIAGRAM 4)
- Clip corners. Turn piece inside out.
- Repeat previous steps with remaining fabric squares.
**Lateral Pillows**

Make ten lateral pillows:
- 2 with fabric F
- 1 with fabric G
- 1 with fabric H
- 2 with fabric I
- 2 with fabric E

- Repeat same steps from the central pillows, except you will only have 6 fabric strings on each pillow. DIAGRAM 4

**Diagram 4**

---

**Corner Pillows**

Make four corner pillows:
- 1 with fabric B
- 2 with fabric D
- 1 with fabric A

- Repeat same steps from the central pillows, except you will only have 4 fabric strings on each pillow. DIAGRAM 5

**Diagram 5**

---

**Step 3. Finish pillows**

- Insert pillow forms and close each pillow by hand.

**Step 4. Tie strings**

- Follow the DIAGRAM 6 for pillow placement.
- Tie the strings and voila, you have a pillow bed!

**Diagram 6**

**Pillow Placement**

enjoy!